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1/5 The red planet Mars
Let's explore Mars together.

 
Solution

The idea struck me from 56 million
kilometers away. The colors of Mars
fascinate me every time, like
colorful CURAPROX toothbrushes
designs. I would like to give that
inspiration of mine to these
toothbrushes and to you. Let's
explore universe together.
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https://www.jovoto.com/projects/curaprox_special_edition_2021/landing
https://www.jovoto.com/projects/curaprox_special_edition_2021/ideas/83631
https://uploads2.jovo.to/idea_attachments/893790/1-curaproxchallenge-template-210202-mars-preview-2_bigger.jpg?1614632559
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2/5 The red planet Mars
Let's explore Mars together.

 

Your design here

The background shows the huge
universe that would like to be
explored. We can see some stars
and planets in space and the big
red Mars on the bottom.
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https://www.jovoto.com/projects/curaprox_special_edition_2021/landing
https://www.jovoto.com/projects/curaprox_special_edition_2021/ideas/83631
https://uploads3.jovo.to/idea_attachments/893015/2-curaproxchallenge-template-210202-mars-preview-2_bigger.jpg?1614622164
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3/5 The red planet Mars
Let's explore Mars together.

 

Your design applied to the
toothbrush & bristles

I chose dark blue color for the
universe and orange red color for
the planet Mars. These are two
opposing colors to create a
sweet combination suitable for
her and for him.
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https://www.jovoto.com/projects/curaprox_special_edition_2021/landing
https://www.jovoto.com/projects/curaprox_special_edition_2021/ideas/83631
https://uploads1.jovo.to/idea_attachments/893105/3-curaproxchallenge-template-210202-mars-preview-2_bigger.jpg?1614623939
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4/5 The red planet Mars
Let's explore Mars together.

 

Please tell us about your design, and about you!

Hello! My name is Denis and I am a product photographer and a graphic designer from
Slovenia. I love exploring new possibilities in design on every step. And I enjoy in creating
simple and clean desings.

My Instagram profile: @denisfe
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https://www.jovoto.com/projects/curaprox_special_edition_2021/landing
https://www.jovoto.com/projects/curaprox_special_edition_2021/ideas/83631
https://uploads0.jovo.to/idea_attachments/893772/me-img-9987_bigger.jpg?1614632305
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5/5 The red planet Mars
Let's explore Mars together.

 

 ID: 83631. Last updated: 01.03.2021  

Creative's profile

Denis Ferlič
Graphic designer
Maribor, Slovenia
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https://www.jovoto.com/projects/curaprox_special_edition_2021/landing
https://www.jovoto.com/projects/curaprox_special_edition_2021/ideas/83631
https://www.jovoto.com/community/denisfe
https://www.jovoto.com/community/denisfe
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